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climate models

Tim Woollings, Keith Williams and the rest of the Blocking / Storm tracks PEG



Process Evaluation Group (PEG)

• Met Office have annual development cycle: GA5, GA6, GC2 etc

• PEGs target particular model problems e.g. monsoons, Southern Ocean, …

• Most PEGs are led by Met Office with involvement from academia

• More general than other PEGs, eg more multi-model analysis



Woollings (2010). Dynamical influences on European climate: An uncertain future, Phil. Trans. A

Stereotypical bias is for 
models to be too zonal, 
i.e.:
- Too little tilt in jet and 

storm track
- Zonal winds too strong 
- Not enough blocking

Still a feature of many 
models…

… but some models 
have progressed to more 
subtle biases.

Old biases



Better resolution can help blocking (though not always…) through:

- Higher orography and better stationary waves 
- Smaller SST biases and so weaker atmospheric mean state biases
- Better eddy forcing of blocks (e.g. as seen in E vectors)

But also improved (more accurate) dynamics seems to help at least as much.

In general, blocking biases in good models have gone from ~50% to ~10% over 
the last decade.

Scaife et al., 2011

Some model versions have excellent  
European blocking, but this can still 
be fragile…

Reducing the biases



• Blocking bias often seems to be 
‘explained’ by the mean state 
bias.  

• Though sometimes there are 
changes in variance as well – eg
below…

Scaife et al (2010)

Berckmans et al (2013)

If we had much longer simulations 
would we detect significant changes 
in the variance much more often…?

Blocking and the mean state



You need to have the right SSTs and good atmospheric dynamics to get good blocking

Hi-res ocean

Better SSTs

Better jet, 
blocking

One example of improving blocking

Scaife et al (2011)



Another example of improving blocking

Anstey et al (2013)

Vertical resolution seems important in getting the atmospheric dynamics right



Zappa et al (2013, J Climate)

Reanalyses Models

• Most CMIP5 models still have cyclones too weak 
(below)

• In Met Office (and TIGGE) models this can be seen 
to develop within days of NWP forecast (right). 

• Associated with drift to low synoptic activity.

Claudio Sanchez / Keith Williams

Cyclone intensities
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GA5#95 maintains the intensity of mid-latitude cyclones whereas GA3’s 
drops with forecast time

(Jul-Aug 2012)

(Nov-Dec 2012)

Cyclone intensities



Biases in jet variability

Current Met Office model 
(GA6/GC2) has jet latitude 
distribution biased north in the 
Atlantic.

This is improved in AMIP mode, 
focusing attention back on SSTs.

It might be partly a response to 
tropical Pacific biases. 



Fig. 7. Timeevolut ion (x-axis) of the jet shift from theSregime in ERA-I, GC2-C and GC2-

A (left , central and right column, respect ively). The thick red line illust rates the average

signal, whereas the thin black lines represent the spread itself (i.e. each line is a single

realisat ion of the bootstrap method). For each t ime-step, the Ep and |E | values (second

and third row, respect ively) are integrated for ± 9◦ in lat itude around their maximum, which

roughly corresponds to the jet core (see text for further details).
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Masato et al (submitted)

What happens when the jet leaves its southern position (exit from Greenland blocking)?

In the coupled model it ends up too far north…

Fig. 1. Jet-stream (u, magenta contours) in m/ s(from 20 m/ s, every 10 m/ s), thenormalised

third component of E (Ep, colour shading, in m/ s) and the magnitude of the horizontal

components at 250 hPa (|E |, green contours, from 60 m2s− 2 and every 30 m2s− 2) for the

reanalysis (a) and the model configurat ions (b-coupled, c-AMIP).
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Are overly strong heat 
fluxes to blame…?

Biases in jet variability



Tick list: The old-fashioned model biases

Models with overly zonal flow and too little blocking can be improved by:

• Getting the SSTs right

• Getting the orography right

• Improving the atmospheric dynamics:

• Better numerics

• Increased horizontal resolution (sometimes….)

• Increased vertical resolution



Hit list: The next generation of model biases

• Biases in regime loading

• Summer blocking – do we measure it correctly?

• Biases in diabatic processes, clouds

• Coupled problems, such as Southern Ocean warm bias

• Details such as storm genesis off the Andes

• Signal to noise ratio in models 


